Unsupervised Image Segmentation Using Truncated Log Normal Distribution
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Abstract: Color image processing plays a vital role in the perception of the images by the humans. Among the color models YIQ model is considered in this article. The benefit beyond the consideration of this model is due to the fact that, more bandwidth is allocated to the luminance or Y-component, and which helps the human eye to catch sensible color information. In order to acquire any object of interest it is customary to segment the image into homogeneous regions such that the object of interest can be easily retrieved. In order to speed up the retrievals or to identify the object of interest this article presents a methodology using Truncated Log Normal Distribution. The developed model is presented using a bench mark data set and performance evaluation is carried out to evaluate the efficiency of the model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today in this digital scenario lot of information is shared and communicated using digital media, and to large texts matters are replaced with images, since usage of image saves much storage than representing thousands of lines of text, this forced the users to store and represents the data of their interest using the images. Image representation is an integral part of image processing and helps in better understanding about the images. Color image is a influential descriptor which simplifies object recognition and mining useful information from a scene. The color models which are in prominence along with RGB color space are YIQ and HSI. Among these models, YIQ color space is more helpful, since it couples luminance(Y) together with the color information (I, Q) and makes the processing simpler without affecting the color components. In order to display color I and Q play a vital role. Hence it is necessary to correlate the I and Q components of an image for better perception lot of research is driven in the area of color image processing [1] [2] [3] [4], among which most of the works can be broadly classified into parametric modeling using GMM and non parametric modeling using Edge Enhancement, SVM, HMM, Neural networks, Graph Cut and Watershed algorithms. Among the non parametric models each model suffers with the disadvantages as highlighted by Srinivas.Y et al (2012). Hence usage of parametric models will be more robust in the consideration of the segmentation process and in particular color image segmentation. N.R.Pal and S.K.Pal (1993) in their paper identified that parametric modeling is more robust compared to non parametric approaches and delivers better segmentation results. Hence in this article, we present a model for image segmentation using mixture models. Similar arguments about the effectiveness in the usage of parametric modeling approach based on GMM is also highlighted (Nagesh.v et al) (2012). Moreover most of the images in reality exhibit non-symmetric fashion and hence to have a closure study about the images asymmetric models are most sounding [5], hence in this paper we present a Log Normal Distribution. The advantage of considering Log normal distribution is that it is an asymmetric distribution and well suited for handling images which are generally asymmetric in shape. Also, while processing the images and retrieving the objects of objects of interest it is not necessary to consider the entire image which possess infinite ranges, due to the fact that every image always occurs between finite limits A to B, where A represents the maximum intensity pixel inside the image and B represents the minimum intensity range of the pixel inside the image [5], [6],[7]. The developed model using Truncated Log Normal Distribution is tested on Bench Mark data sets, BERKLEY. The results obtained are evaluated using metrics like PSNR, MS, AD and IF. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section-2 of the paper deals with Truncated Bivariate Log Normal Distribution. In section-3 of the paper we highlight the estimation of the initial parameters using K means algorithm. Section-4 of the paper highlights about the data sets considered and the experimentation. together with the evaluation results on bench mark data sets and the final section-5 concludes the paper.

II. TRUNCATED BIVARIATE LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Most of the realistic images in nature have a finite range of pixel intensity. In order to retrieve an object of interest it is meaningful to consider the finite space instead of considering the entire range of the image. Hence in this paper, to normalize the size of the image to a finite range truncation is applied. The probability density function of Log Normal Distribution is given by
III. ESTIMATION OF THE INITIAL PARAMETERS BY USING K MEANS ALGORITHM

In order to segment the image, the initial estimates of the image are to be identified. For this purpose, K means algorithm is utilized. The initial value of k is identified using the heuristics of A.C. Cohen (1991A). After estimating the initial values of μ and σ, the initial centroids are to be estimated for running the K means algorithm.

3.1 The steps involved in k means algorithm are as follows

Step 1: Estimate the initial value of K.
Step 2: Identify the cluster centroid c1, c2, ..., cn. Consider each pixel along a row and identify the distance between the pixel and the cluster centroid using Euclidian distance.
Step 3: If the distance is less than the cluster centroid then the pixel exists the same row else swapping takes place.
Step 4: The procedure is carried until no swappings are encountered.

After the implementation of K means algorithm the data will be divided into homogeneous groups.

IV. DATA SET AND EXPERIMENTATION

In order to exhibit the model a data base obtained from BERKLEY is considered. The experimentation is carried out on 6 images and the assessment is carried out using performance metrics like PSNR, MSE and IF. Every image is normalized to a preset size of 169 * 169. In order to retrieve the entity of interest, features play an imperative role. Hence in this paper, we have considered the features based on the correlation of I and Q. These associated features are given as input to the Truncated Bivariate Log Normal Distribution to obtain the probability density function against the image pixels. Each pixel is placed into its suitable clusters basing on the likely hood estimate and maximizing the component likely hood function. Re-construction of the image is carried out by assigning a color for each pixel in a region and using the address the address value of the pixel from the look up table. The results obtained are evaluated using performance evaluation metrics proposed by [12] and are represented in Table-1.

Table-1: Performance Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>IF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 1" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 2" /></td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 3" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 4" /></td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>39.83</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 5" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 6" /></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>35.79</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 7" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 8" /></td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 9" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 10" /></td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 11" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 12" /></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 13" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 14" /></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 15" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Image 16" /></td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel approach of image segmentation based on Bivariate Truncated Log Normal Distribution is presented. This model is very much for extraction of color images and constructive in NTSC, cameras. The research in this direction will benefit in getting a deeper insight into the various segmentation issues based on different color models. The evaluated results are presented in Table-1 and shows that the developed model contributes a significant importance towards the segmentation of images.
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